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Abstract—This paper discusses an analysis-driven design of
an application specific instruction-set processor (ASIP) for the
electrocardiogram (ECG) medical application. It demonstrates
how different tools for application analysis and profiling can
be exploited to optimize the application software, as well as, to
configure and extend the corresponding VLIW ASIP processor.
Appropriate analysis tools are used to extract information on
the relevant application characteristics, namely execution bottlenecks, code structure, execution frequencies of the arithmetic and
logical operations, etc. The information is subsequently used to
guide the design optimizations. Finally, the decided optimizations
are carried out manually by the designer. The quality metrics
expressing performance and energy consumption are used to
evaluate both the proposed software and hardware optimizations.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Medical devices play a key role in the biomedical field
to improve the quality of health care. In particular, devices
capable of monitoring the physiological signals generated
by the human body, such as the heart beat, are the main
source of information for the cardio-related disease diagnosis.
Electrocardiogram (ECG) application is used to measure the
electrical activity of the heart and to subsequently analyze the
measured heart electrical signals for detection of a potential
heart disease or malfunction.
ECG can be used to monitor the response of a patient’s
heart to everyday life activities and can warn the patient on
time in case of any disorder. As a consequence, the ECG
system has to be optimized in order to ensure a low power
consumption for portability, and high computing performance
for the real-time acquisition and processing of data. The low
power consumption and high performance are usually achieved
through highly specialized processors realized as hardwired
application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) which can be
very efficient, but offer a very-low level of programmability and flexibility. On the other hand, application specific
instruction-set processors (ASIPs) are becoming a successful
alternative to hardwired circuits thanks to their high performance and efficiency, combined with their programmability.
The ECG implementation can much benefit from a highly
specialized programmable hardware solution, as offered by
ASIPs [1]. ASIPs provide freedom to the ECG for the possible
algorithmic changes in the software design. However, to
adequately design and configure an ASIP, the knowledge of

the application execution characteristics is needed. In other
words, the relevant application properties (e.g. execution bottlenecks, type of processing, kind of parallelism etc.) of the
application have to be revealed by the analysis tools in order
to guide the design and configuration decisions. This paper
demonstrates how different application analysis and profiling
tools can be exploited for the optimization of the application
software, as well as, for the configuration and extension of the
corresponding VLIW ASIP processor.
The research reported in this paper was performed in the
scope of the European research project ASAM [2] of the
ARTEMIS program. ASAM aims at architecture synthesis for
ASIPs and ASIP-based systems-on-chip. In [3] the issues and
challenges of such architecture synthesis are discussed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
briefly explains the ECG system and its heart rate detection
algorithm; Section III presents the target processor technology;
Section IV focuses on the explanation of the method used
for the experiments and quality metrics estimation; Section V
discusses the concept of the application analysis and presents
the tools used for the analysis, and Section VI presents the
software and hardware optimizations with their results. Finally,
Section VII concludes the paper and lists some possible future
work.
II. A PPLICATION
This section first introduces the whole ECG system and
then explains the part of the ECG system that is realized on
the ASIP processor.
A. Electrocardiogram System
An ECG system can be sub-divided into several functional
units which monitor the heart electrical activity and process the
collected signals. It involves an analog front-end and a digital
back-end processing. Figure 1 presents the block diagram
of these processing parts, which consists of several units.
In the front-end processing block, electrodes, appropriately
positioned on the body surface, are used to gather information
on the heart electrical activity. Then, the quality of the heart
signals is improved by amplification and filtering. In the backend processing block, the signals are first digitized by analogto-digital converter (ADC) and subsequently they are used as
an input for the heart rate detection algorithm.
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Fig. 1: Electrocardiogram System

The electrical signal of the heart consists of a sequence of
waves, named P, Q, R, S, T. This sequence constitutes the
sinus waveform of the heart signal. Figure 2 shows the aforementioned sequence of waves and the corresponding typical
ECG waveform generated by a model as presented in [4]. The
temporal sequence of waves remains constant, however the
amplitude and the sign of the waves vary depending not only
on the heart electrical pulses but also on the position of the
electrodes on the body surface. The component corresponding
to the main pumping activity of the heart is called QRS, and
contains one positive peak R and two negative peaks Q and
S. The R-peak constitutes the largest amplitude of the typical
waveform. The detection of the R-peak is the most crucial
step in the ECG application. The distance between R-peak
locations is used to calculate the heart rate.
The ECG application design and synthesis presented in this
paper only focuses on the back-end processing of the signals. It
does not take into account the front-end processing block, and
assumes that signals are successfully retrieved by the frontend and transmitted in the appropriate format to the ASIPprocessor through the ADC.
B. Heart Rate Detection Algorithm
The heart rate detection algorithm is the part of the ECG
application realized on an ASIP processor. The heart rate is
calculated by measuring the time interval that elapses between
the two consecutive R-peaks. Consequently, the heart rate
detection includes the R-peak detection algorithm, which is
used for detection of R-peaks in the sinus waveform.
The algorithm uses a buffer of eight elements which is filled
by the values sampled through the ADC. The buffer operates
in a FIFO mode. The oldest value in the buffer is removed
each time a new value is inserted in the buffer. The algorithm
analyzes the signal values stored in the buffer by studying the
sign of the signal first derivative in the time domain. A peak

Fig. 2: A waveform of PQRST-complex cycle generated by
ECG signal

is detected if the sign of the first derivative changes over the
values in the buffer (e.g. it remains positive from sample zero
to the sample six and then changes to negative value at position
seven). There are two constraints to be checked in order to
mark a candidate peak as an actual peak and subsequently
calculate the actual heart rate. First of all, a threshold value
for the peak amplitude of the current R-peak is computed
based on the amplitude of the previous R-peak. In this way,
the noise and deflections introduced in the sinus rhythm by
the alterations in the patient morphology (for instance when
the patient is in motion) are eliminated. If the threshold value
constraint is satisfied, a temporary heart rate is calculated by
computing the time interval between the current and previous
peaks. The second constraint checks if the variation of the
heart rate is within a maximum allowable limit in order to
compute a definitive heart rate. If this is the case, then the
detected R-peak and the corresponding heart rate are marked
as the actual values.
The R-peak detection algorithm is kept as simple as possible for the sake of low power consumption and real-time
calculation of heart rate requirements. There are several other
R-peak detection algorithms such as Martinez et al. [5], Li et
al. [6], Hamilton et al. [7], Ghaffari et al. [8], Pan Tompkins
et al. [9], Madeiro et al. [10] and Legarreta et al. [11]. The
evaluation of the detection quality of the algorithm is not in
the scope of our work. It is assumed that algorithm provides
acceptable detection quality for a given input data-set.
III. TARGET P ROCESSOR T ECHNOLOGY
The heart rate detection algorithm is specified in C programming language and compiled on a configurable and extensible
ASIP processor. Figure 3 shows a simplified view of the
corresponding generic ASIP architecture template.
It includes a VLIW datapath controlled by a sequencer
that uses status and control registers, and executes a program
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Fig. 4: Application analysis and optimization method

stored in a local program memory. The data path contains
functional units organized in several parallel scalar and/or
vector issue slots connected via a programmable interconnect
network to register files (RF). The functional units perform
computation operations on intermediate data stored in the
register files. Local memories, collaborating with particular
issue slots, enable scalar access for the scalar slots and vector
or block access for the vector slots. Both single-instruction
multiple-data (SIMD) and multiple-instruction multiple-data
(MIMD) processing can be realized on such a processor. The
numbers and kinds of functional units, issue slots, register
files, memories, interfaces, etc. can freely be selected by
specifying component configuration parameters. Moreover,
new functional units, issue slots, etc., specific to a particular
application, can be developed and added.
IV. M ETHOD & Q UALITY M ETRIC E STIMATION
A. Method
The experiments carried out in the scope of this work were
based on the design flow shown in Figure 4. This flow accepts
an application C code as an input. In our case, it accepts the C
implementation of heart rate detection algorithm from Section
II-B. Different analysis tools are exploited in order to extract
the relevant data from the application’s code. The collected
data is used to steer the decisions on software and hardware
design by giving information on the achievable improvements
provided by a specific optimization. The designer decides
which particular optimizations to apply and in which order.
The optimizations decided are applied one after the other.
The effect of each optimization is evaluated by checking the
performance and power consumption metric improvements
after each optimization appliance.
B. Performance Estimation
Performance related data are collected through a cycleaccurate simulation of a given algorithm running on a target

ASIP processor. The simulation environment analyzes the
behavior of the program by providing its number of execution
cycles. It also provides information about the instruction-level
parallelism (ILP), resource utilization (e.g. issue slot, register,
port, function unit etc.) and instructions’ schedule.

C. Energy Consumption Estimation
An analytical model is used to estimate the energy consumption of the processor when executing a particular application.
The model takes both the active (dynamic) and static energy
estimations into account. The model calculates the energy
values depending on three parameters: 1) normalized energy
and area values for possible hardware components (e.g. function units, register files, logical memories etc.), 2) the current
specific configuration of a component (e.g. the number of
issue slots and their functional units, the width and capacity
of the register files, the number and size of memories and
pipeline stages of each function unit etc.), 3) the activity values
(utilization) of the each processor component. The utilization
indicators are used to estimate active energy and are collected
from the simulation environment when running a particular
application. These three aforementioned parameters are the
arguments of the analytical formula for the active energy
calculations for each architecture component. Static energy is
the energy being spent in a unit when this unit is not actually
used. A unit of static energy is assigned per µm2 . The static
energy is estimated based on this assumption.
The script, which carries out the estimation, provides data
on the ”energy consumption per application run” in millijoule (mJ). Energy consumption per cycle is calculated from
the ”energy consumption per application run” divided by the
execution cycle count.

V. A PPLICATION A NALYSIS
In the following subsections, the method adopted for application analysis is first briefly presented and then the used
analysis and profiling tools are introduced.
A. Concept
Application analysis mainly aims to reveal the characteristics of the application. Different (parts of) embedded applications require different kind of processings due to the their
various intrinsic characteristics. For instance, the streaming
or data-intensive applications (e.g. video or audio coding
applications) are more suited to be served by one type of
processing, while the control oriented applications (e.g. ECG)
are suited to be served by another type of processing. It is
therefore crucial to make adequate decisions regarding the
kind of processing chosen at the early stages of the ASIP
hardware and software synthesis. In order to make these
early analysis decisions, it is necessary to characterize an
embedded application by analyzing and extracting the different
relevant properties of the application code. The characterization corresponds to revealing the relevant properties (e.g.
execution bottlenecks, code structure, type of dependencies,
data access patterns, kind of parallelism etc.) of the application
or application part. This characterization can be performed at
different granularities. A decision can be made for the whole
application, or for some parts (e.g. kernels, functions, loops)
of the application.
The aforementioned concept is not yet realized by automated software tools. In this work, we aim to demonstrate
how this concept can be partially performed by making use of
the analysis tools.
B. Analysis Tools
This section briefly introduces the analysis and profiling
tools exploited to collect data from the application. The first
subsection V-B1 explains the tools that are used to guide
software optimizations. The second subsection V-B2 presents
the tool used to guide hardware optimizations.
1) Tools for software optimization: A profiler, GNU Gprof
[12], is used to analyze the program in order to find in which
parts of the code the program spent most of its execution time.
This execution time distribution provides information on the
possible bottlenecks of the application. The profiling data is
usually represented as a function call-graph which reveals the
execution order of the application code. An example of such
call-graph is provided in Figure 5.
GNU Gcov [13] is used to test the static code coverage, i.e.
how much of the program is executed under the stimulus of
input data. In other words, it checks the quality in terms of representativity of the considered set of the input data. Experiment
on ECG shows that the used input data stimulate the execution
of 92.5 % of the program. Furthermore, analysis passes of the
LLVM (Low Level Virtual Machine) compiler [14] are used to
extract relevant information from the application such as code
structure. An example of extracted code structure is given in
Figure 6.

2) Tools for hardware optimization: µProfiler [15], [16] is
used to guide the hardware optimizations. µProfiler provides
information such as the execution frequencies of different
arithmetic and logical operations, frequently used C data types
together with their value ranges. The obtained profiling data
can drive the decisions on the target architecture such as removing or adding functional units of the ASIP, modifying bitwidth of instructions and fixing registers size, etc. Moreover, it
also aims to aid designers to take decisions about the memory
structure (e.g. number and size of memories) by providing
profiling information such as the total amount of each kind
of memory considered (e.g. static, run-time stack), the most
heavily accessed data, the most memory intensive portions of
the application. There are other several tools such as SpecC
Profiler [17] and Software Instrumentation Tool (SIT) [18] that
can be potentially used to guide hardware optimizations.
VI. D ESIGN O PTIMIZATIONS
A. Experimental Setup
The heart rate detection algorithm is initialy compiled on
two existing 32-bit VLIW ASIP processors. Among these two
possible processors, the base processor is selected to start
the design optimizations. Initial estimations of performance
and energy consumption steer the selection of such a base
processor. For these estimations, no optimizations are applied
to the software or hardware specifications. Table I shows the
performance in terms of execution cycle count and energy
consumption when the original code is mapped on the two
different scalar VLIW processors: a) the tad processor which
has one sequencer issue slot, and b) the pearl processor which
has one sequencer and one datapath issue slot.
TABLE I: Initial quality metrics estimation for the original
code
Tad (1-issue slot)

Pearl (2-issue slots)

Cycle Count

372389

277464

Energy (mJ)

0.2224

0.3459

Energy (mJ/cycle)

0.597

1.247

ILP

0.88

1.31

Since the pearl processor is more complex (it has two issueslots) than the tad processor, the compiler has more opportunity to exploit instruction level parallelism (ILP). Therefore,
the total cycle count for pearl is lower than for tad. On the
other hand, the energy consumption for pearl is higher than
that estimated for tad due to the high number of utilized
resources. Moreover, each pearl additional resource introduces
additional static energy consumption. However, starting with
a more complex processor avoids initial hardware resource
limitations that could prevent parallelism opportunities exploitation. Consequently, the pearl processor is selected as a
base processor.
B. Software Optimizations
This section explains the software optimizations applied to
the heart rate detection algorithm which is mapped onto the

base processor. Software optimizations refer to modifications
of application code only; therefore, in a first moment no
changes are applied to the base processor.
The compute-intensive parts (bottlenecks) of the application
is the first target for software optimizations. This is due to
the fact that a bottleneck optimization result in a significant
improvement for the whole implementation. Figure 5 shows
the profiled call-graph of the heart rate detection algorithm.
The call-graph provides information on the relative execution
time distribution of the functions. The data is collected during
the execution of the heart rate detection algorithm on general
purpose processor with 1653 digitized input samples.
Fig. 6: Code structure of the update buffer function (obtained
using LLVM)

Fig. 5: Profiled call-graph of heart rate detection algorithm
(obtained using GNU Gprof)
The execution time distribution guides bottlenecks identification to start the software optimizations. Therefore, the
functions Update s buff, DetectR Spike and Process ekg are
the first three candidates for optimization. The first function
updates the buffer, the second function detects the R-peak
and finally the third function checks constraints to decide
actual peak and heart rate. These three functions constitute
approximately 74% (26.7% + 26.7% + 20%) of the total
execution time.
Subsequently, the code structure of the each kernel is
analyzed in order to steer the selection of the potentially
beneficial optimization type for that kind of structure. Figure
6 shows the code structure of the function Update s buff as
an example. The code structure reveals the type of statements and their structure in the code. The analysis of the
three bottleneck functions shows that the heart rate detection
algorithm includes substantial amount of control statements
(e.g. if-then-else) which are preponderant with respect to the
data oriented statements, i.e. all the statements involved in a
loop nest (e.g. do-while, for). Therefore, the optimizations are
mainly targetted to improve the control structures in the code.

Experiments show that following four code optimizations are
the most beneficial.
1) Function Inlining: It is applied to the functions in the
code and replaces the function calls with the body of the corresponding functions. This optimization eliminates jumps caused
by function call and return statements. As a consequence, it
provides more possibilities to the ASIP scheduler to better
exploit the ILP.
2) Loop Unrolling: Loops introduce overhead due to the
branch conditionals that control the flow of the loops. This
overhead can be minimized by reducing the number of iterations and replicating the loop body. As a result, a larger
loop body is produced and a larger set of instructions can be
scheduled by the ASIP scheduler. This enables the possibility
to better exploit parallel functional units and pipelining mechanisms. In the case of the ECG application, the loop iterate only
over eight samples to detect a peak, thus a full unrolling of
the loop nest can represent a reasonable optimization choice.
3) If Conversion: It is applied in order to transform ifthen-else constructions into multiplexer-like operations. The
classical if-then-else constructs are written in a C ternary
conditional operator format. Then, they are interpreted by the
compiler as multiplexer operations. Moreover, if-conversion is
used to remove if-statements inside the loop bodies in order
to allow loop unrolling.
4) Control Flow Optimizations: In addition to the if conversion, another technique is also used to eliminate control
structure. The number of boolean variable test statements are
reduced by replacing them with boolean decision variables.
The value of such a variable is updated during the the program
execution and, finally, the jump is carried out at the end of
the execution depending on the current value of the boolean
variable.
The common property of these four optimizations is the
fact that all of them increase the length of straight line code
blocks which gives the scheduler more opportunity to exploit
ILP. Table II shows the effect of these software optimizations
with the cumulative performance improvement.

TABLE II: Software Optimizations

TABLE V: Data type usage w.r.t operation type

Optimization Type

Cycle Count

Speed-up

Arith/Logic

Mult.

Memory

Shift

Relational

Original

277464

-

int (%)

47

54

0

100

100

Function Inlining

178318

35 %

uchar (%)

10

26

92

0

0

Loop Unrolling

143569

48 %

ushort (%)

8

20

8

0

0

If-conversion

133644

52 %

pointer (%)

35

0

0

0

0

Control flow opt.

119347

57 %

Table III compares the cycle count, energy consumption
and energy consumption per cycle values of the original and
software optimized code. The software optimizations result
approximately in 57% speed-up for the whole application run
on pearl processor. The energy consumption is also reduced
by 30% due to the reduced cyle count. On the other hand,
energy consumption per cycle is increased due to the fact
that improvement in speed-up is much more higher than the
improvement in energy consumption.
TABLE III: Results after the software optimizations
Cycle Count

Energy (mj)

Energy (mj/cycle)

Original

277464

0.3459

1.247

Software optimized

119347

0.2491

2.087

C. Hardware Optimizations
This section explains the hardware optimizations applied to
the base processor. The experiments presented in this section
are carried out after software optimizations, and take the base
processor and the optimized software as a starting point. Hardware optimizations that modify the processor depend on the
analysis results. The analysis results are gathered by profiling
the application with µProfiler. The hardware optimizations
include:
1) Data-width Reduction: Tables IV, V, VI present the
some results of application analysis. Table IV presents the
used data types and the percentage of their usage in the
application. It shows that computations are only performed on
integer data type (e.g. int, uchar, ushort). Memory read and
write operations are carried out through pointers which also
have integer types. Long and floating-point (e.g. float, double)
data types are not used in the application. Therefore, the final
processor does not need to have function unit that supports
floating-point and long operations.
TABLE IV: Data types and their usage
int (%)

uchar (%)

ushort (%)

pointer (%)

40.07

10.74

34.11

15.08

Table V presents the approximated distribution of the data
types usage with respect to different operation types. It shows
that arithmetic/logic and multiplication operations are used
with int, uchar, ushort and pointer types. Memory operations
are performed on uchar and ushort types. Moreover, shift and
relational operations are carried out only on integer data type.

Table VI demonstrates the value ranges of data types. It
shows the maximum and minimum values assigned to the
particular data type. In the last row also the maximum and
minimum values of the immediates (i.e. constants) used in the
application code are shown.
TABLE VI: Value ranges of data types
Max. Value

Min. Value

int

30000

0

unsigned short

4095

0

unsigned char

8

0

immediates

4095

0

Correlated analysis of data collected in tables IV, V and VI
shows that immediates and input samples of the heart rate detection algorithm can be stored and processed by using a 16-bit
architecture. Therefore, the data-width of the base processor is
reduced from 32-bit to 16-bit. Thanks to the this optimization
and as shown in Table VIII, the power consumption is reduced
approximately by half. Moreover, there is also an improvement
in the application performance. This is due to the fact that datawidth reduction eliminates some extra operations performed
during the load of immediates (e.g. shifting the 16-bit data in
32-bit register in order to align data for computation).
2) Communication Optimization: Manual analysis of the
communication structure of the processor allows to detect
potential bottlenecks in communication structure that may
prevent possible performance gains. To this purpose, the ports
of the two register files are increased from 1x2 (number of
input ports x number of output ports) to 2x3. Table VIII
shows that communication optimizations introduce a significant improvement in performance without any overhead in
energy consumption. This is due to the fact that increase in
static energy consumption is compensated by the reduction in
dynamic energy consumption.
3) Resource Minimization: Resource minimization aims to
minimize the number of resources either by resizing them or
by completely removing the useless or under-utilized resources
from the processor specification. Figure 7 shows the various
operation types that are used in the application with their usage
percentage. Arithmetic corresponds to addition type operations
(+,-), memory corresponds to load, store operations, and
relational corresponds to operations such as (<, >, ≤, ≥, ==
). Only negation (!) is used as an unary operation and left shift
(<<) is the only used shift operator. This analysis guides the
resource minimization with respect to the function unit and
their corresponding operations. Moreover, other resources such

as size of the registers, number of register in the register files
and size of memories are subject to resouce minimization.
These optimizations are performed by considering the range
of used data values presented in Table VI, as well as, the
life-time of intermediary variables which influence the size of
register files.

control oriented. Thus, data distribution on parallel resources
with the corresponding mechanism to manage data access may
cause an increase of computation complexity more than a
temporal performance improvement.
Table VIII summarizes the hardware optimizations and
their results in terms of energy consumption per application
run and total number of cycle count. As a consequence of
software and hardware optimization, 62% improvement is
achieved for speed-up and energy consumption. Furthermore,
total logic and memory area is decreased by 58% mainly due
to the resource minimization, data-width and instruction-width
reduction.
TABLE VIII: Results of the hardware optimizations

Fig. 7: Operators usage statistics
4) Instruction-width Optimization: A VLIW instruction includes bits to select registers, operations, busses and bits to
encode immediate values. Removing function units and their
corresponding operations, reducing the number of registers in
register files and decreasing the number of bits required to
encode immediate values brings to a reduced size of VLIW
instruction word which is set to 75 bits. The related entry in
the Table VIII presents the combined improvements due to the
resource minimization and the instruction-width reduction. It
shows that there is a reduction in energy consumption mainly
due to the shrinked program memory (as a result of instruction
word reduction). On the other hand, an overhead is introduced
in performance. This is because of the resouce minimization
results in decreased ILP.
TABLE VII: Variable access statistics
Variables

Access (%)

s buff

63.42

sample

12.87

sample time

7.71

is picco

5.14

min val

3.0

others

7.86

5) Data Distribution: Table VII shows the frequently accessed variables during the execution of the application. This
analysis guides the decision on the number of required local
memories. Moreover, it also allows to distribute the heavily
accessed data over instantiated memories in order to allow parallel data access. However, the heart rate detection algorithm
processes data contained only in one buffer (s buff, 63.42 %).
In this case, it makes sense to keep current design which
includes one data memory. This is true because of the data
dependencies and also the algorithm is not data-dominated but

Optimization Type

Cycle Count

Energy (mj)

Software Optimized

119347

0.2491

Data-width Reduction

116111

0.1343

Communication Opt.

99639

0.1306

Resource Min.& Ins-width Opt.

102780

0.1299

VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we present the analysis and optimization of
the ECG application. Our design flow is based on two main
groups of analysis tools, aimed at software and hardware
optimizations, respectively. The software optimizations exploit
data analysis information on the program execution time and
the code structure, which point out the bottlenecks of the
application and the most beneficial software optimizations for
the ECG. Such optimizations are mostly aimed at improving
control-oriented code. The hardware optimizations exploit data
collected by µProfiler to reduce data and instruction width,
minimize useless and under-utilized resources, and optimize
the system communication.
Both software and hardware optimizations are tested against
improvement metrics such as performance and energy consumption. The software optimization only bring to an ECG
application speed-up of 57% and an ”energy consumption per
application run” reduction of 30%, although the energy per
cycle is increased due to the optimizations themselves. The
cumulative speed-up due to the appliance of both software
and hardware optimizations is up to 62% and the reduction
of energy consumption per application run is also up to
62%. As a consequence of performed experiments, we have
observed a direct link between application analysis and the
steering of possible software and hardware improvements, for
the targetted ASIP technology. Future works are aimed at
formalization and automation of the proposed concept.
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